
MATH 6510, Algebraic Topology, Spring 2017

Presentations

NAME: ..................................................

Suggestions for topics. Please annotate the list below to indicate your top three preferences.

• Eilenberg–MacLane Spaces — Hatcher, pages 87ff (2 people):

– definition and examples

– EG and BG.

• Poincaré’s Homology sphere and the origins of the Poincaré Conjecture (see also Section 2
of Stillwell)

• Lens Spaces — Hatcher, page 144ff and Section 5 of Stillwell

• The Alexander Horned Sphere — Hatcher, pages 170ff.

• Division Algebras — Hatcher pages 173–4

• The Lefschetz Fixed Point Theorem — Hatcher, pages 179ff.

• Čech cohomology — Hatcher page 257; Wikipedia

• Higher homotopy groups — Hatcher page 339ff; Weintraub, Section 7.1

• Whitehead’s Theorem — Hatcher pages 346–348

• The Hurewitz Theorem — Hatcher pages 366ff; Weintraub, page 136

• The Freudenthal Suspension Theorem and (stable) homotopy groups of spheres — Wein-
traub, page 137; Hatcher pages 339 and 384ff

• Other? Suggest your own: ..........................................................................................................

Available times. Presentations will be in my office, MLT 403, at the following times. Please
tick the boxes below to indicate your availability. Please try to attend each other’s presentations
(in so far as your schedules allow). They will be opportunities to learn about auxiliary topics,
cheer each other on, ask questions and give feedback (plus I promise coffee and food).

Friday 21 April, 8:40am Friday 5 May, 8:40am

Friday 21 April, 9:20am Friday 5 May, 9:20am

Friday 28 April, 8:40am Wednesday 10 May, 8:40am (in place of class)

Friday 28 April, 9:20am Wednesday 10 May, 9:20am (in place of class)

(I will hold office hours after the Friday meetings until 11:10am.)

I will use the information you give here to assign topics to each of you. Please prepare a 35 minute
black-board talk—this is a short amount of time, so I suggest focussing on the key definitions
and context; likely you will have to restrict proofs to just giving the key idea. Please no slide
presentations, but you can prepare a handout if you wish.

Please return this in class on 27 March. A copy with links is on the course web site.

http://www.map.mpim-bonn.mpg.de/Poincar%C3%A9's_homology_sphere
http://www.ams.org/journals/bull/2012-49-04/S0273-0979-2012-01385-X/S0273-0979-2012-01385-X.pdf
http://www.ams.org/journals/bull/2012-49-04/S0273-0979-2012-01385-X/S0273-0979-2012-01385-X.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C4%8Cech_cohomology

